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on it. Staff members began wearing
black armbands around the building,
and on Monday, November 7,13 reporters and editors and a staff photographer had a stormy meeting
with Smith.
"You can say we were assertive,"
says reporter Tracy Thompson. "He
was sort of missing hunks of skin
when he left. It was a very confrontational meeting."
Smith says that the meeting took
place at his initiative. "I asked that
we assemble the toughest questioners.^^ had been involved in getting the ad in. We really hashed it
out."
"! hey came in wearing black armband?" Smith recalls. The on-therecord session, he feels, helped answer uncomfortable questions about
Kovach's resignation. 'The tape recorder was on," he says, "notepads
were out. The transcript that
emerged went a long way to showing
folks that there was a lot more to
tho story."
A Journal-Constitution staffer provided In These Times with a copy of
thr transcript. It reveals an angry
group of reporters and editors who
feel they have been betrayed by
short-sighted corporate managers—
a fare inside look at how journalists
view the conflicting demands of their
profession.

Some of the toughest comments
during the session came from Bill
Dedman, a 27-year-old reporter who
wrote the paper's series on racially
discriminatory banking practices.
"What confidence do we have," Dedman asked Smith, "that we won't
step back into what we all know was
the case before, which was not so
much where stories get written and
spiked, but people know which stories not to write. The bank stories—I
didn't think of those first; Hal [Straus,
currently science and medicine editor) thought of them three of four
years ago, but he was told not to do
them.... It's an atmosphere, a tone, a
direction, and we fear much of that
has been pissed away."
"It hasn't," responded Smith. "1
promise you, it hasn't.... My hope and
expectation is that we're going to
continue to encourage strong, aggressive reporting."
Wheelchair journalism: Smith
tried to explain to the assembled
staff members the issues that had
led to a breakdown of "mutual trust"
between himself and Kovach. He
talked about budget fights, the
Washington bureau and his commitment to what he described as "marginal readers."
"One of the issues that concerns
me," he said, "not just about our
paper, but about our industry...you

consistently enough alert to that
story that touches all of us, at least
intrigues us sufficiently to talk
about."
"What you're saying," replied
Tracy Thompson, "sounds like a
conflict between those who believe
it's our job to tell people what they
need to know and those who think
it's our job to tell people what they
want to read."
"I don't see the conflict," said
Smith. "There's a greaLLouis Armstrong quote: 'I play four for the audience and one for myself.'"
Smith did not succeed in winning
Will aggressive
over his own skeptical audience. "I'm
reporting be
sorry this happened," he said as the
hour-long session came to a close.
replaced by
"Not half as sorry as we are," shot
McPaper-clone
back features writer Jim Auchmutey.
Dedman offered Smith a black armhappy news?
band, but Smith declined to wear
it.
pushed him for specifics about the Principles and pay checks:
kind of stories he wanted to see that When he spoke with In These Times
he wasn't seeing under Kovach, he some six weeks after Kovach had
came up with an example that resigned, Smith was convinced that
sounds perfectly fit for the Nation's the morale crisis caused by the inciMcPaper.
dent had passed. He remains op"I thought this morning, the story timistic about the future of the Jourof the fellow in the wheelchair who nal-Constitution, but some reporters
made it to the top of the IBM Tower," are not so sure. "Newspapers can
he said, referring to a front-page decline actively or passively," said
human interest story, "that was a hell Dedman in December. "Nobody exof a good story. But we were not pects anything active. We expect
look at the national measures of
readership, and newspapers are losing ground in terms of their ability
to match up with household growth
and with people growth.... There's
someday out there when folks will
say, 'Hey, newspapers are not necessary.'"
Smith hotly denied that he was
trying to imitate USA Today. As he
describes it, the effort to reach nonreaders sounds sort of like a literacy
crusade. But when staff members

to be on hold for about six months."
Shortly afterward Dedman left to
take a job with the Washington Post.
One indication of the future direction of the paper will be how many
staffers follow Dedman out the door.
So far, Jay Smith points out proudly,
only a few people out of a news staff
of 400 have left.
The situation is not as rosy as it
looks, says the anonymous senior
staffer quoted above, who would like
to hold on to his job for at least the
immediate future.
"We've been defeated and we
know it," he says. "Jay said, 'Anybody
who doesn't like this policy or
doesn't like what happened can start
to look for work elsewhere.' There
are a lot of people who just sort of
decided to circulate their resumes."
Once people find other jobs, he
says, there will be more resignations.
More people would have left already,
he says, but they are stuck to their
present paychecks.
"Most of us aren't independently
wealthy," he says. "The people who
hold our mortgages don't necessarily understand our principles." [•}
Roger Kerson is a Chicago-based
freelance writer. He is also a research
and organizing consultant for the National Training and Information
Center, which serves low-income
community groups.

THE ARTS
High Fidelity and
the wild Cuban mix
The Uncompromising
Revolution
Directed by Saul Landau

By David Pedersen
HK r.VCUWPRO.H/.S'/.VG REVOLition uses low-key drama,
created by its editing style,
to treat large and small
themes, intermittently, to show the
people, the landscape, the rhythms
and texture of Cuba after three decades of revolution. Just as Castro's
revolution ended the chance for
Americans to escape to Cuba for
gambling, abortion, sex, rum and
cigars, Saul Landau's new film dispels the notion of a similar mindless
escape to the movies. Rather than
quick-fix Hollywood entertainment
or stone-cold network-style documentary, Landau creates a tapestry of words and thought-provoking
images.
Landau, a senior fellow at the Institute for Policy Studies, has for 30
years been a studious watcher of
Cuba and U.S. foreign policy. Weaving together archival footage, occasional flashbacks from his 1968 film,
Fidel, recent interviews with Castro
and a conglomeration of on-thestreet and on-location interviews
with a variety of Cubans, Landau at-

T

tempts to capture filmically what
political scientists have tried in vain
to do empirically: to understand
Cuba's revolution.
From colony to nation: In contrast to Landau's Fidel, Uncompromising Revolution shatters the
romantic illusions of revolution with
a cinematic bath of cold reality. The
film indicates that the revolution has
been about the challenge of developing from a colony to a nation, of
using reason to overcome supersti-

FILM
tion, a battle led by Castro. Cuban
culture is almost 500 years old. In
the film a woman who is 102 recalls
the days of the Spaniards and the
arrival of the Americans after the
bombing of the Maine in 1898.
From the wrinkled face of the
woman, remembering details of a
war 91 years ago, the film dissolves
into black-and-white images of
Marines charging up San Juan Hill,
occupying the island, gambling, having fun at Cuban expense. The footage shows why the revolution took
the form it did, why Cubans remember and Americans have no
memory.
The film dissolves from the past
to the present, building montages of

a cross section of the island, touching on diverse aspects of Cuban life,
from cowboys and engineers to doctors and nuclear-power workers. Uncompromising Revolution moves
beyond TV documentary styles
through the unexpected, as when
Landau interjects his narration with
ironic humor.
In a lens factory near Havana, Castro chats with the workers and puts
his arm on the shoulders of a technician. As Castro's entourage, including Landau and his film crew,
moves through the factory, the camera swings around to show the man
with the shoulder that Castro
touched. He is grinning in rapture.
Landau narrates, in his typically soft
and mirthful way, that this man has
just had a "mild ecstatic experience."
Then the camera is back on Castro,
leading the way out of the factory—
with his arm around Landau.
Almost every sequence that is established as "truth" finds itself challenged by subsequent sequences.
This style leaves the feeling that the
film provides few "hard facts." Yet
the conflicting images fight their way
to a synthesis.
The film contains layers, one of
I———
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Landau has for 30
years been a
studious watcher
of Cuba and U.S.
foreign policy.

which is a dialogue conducted by
Landau, as narrator, with the rest of
the characters in the film. Some may
find The Uncompromising Revolution frustrating, since the film offers
no easy answers. Indeed, the film
form implicitly challenges traditional methods of examining Cuba
and revolution. The Cuban revolution, like all political life, is not seen
by Landau as a series of questions
or a collection of facts.
Landau demands and expects
some mental work from his audience. The film covers much grouund
in a short time. We are given a history lesson on Cuba's involvement
in Angola. We are introduced to
"Santeria," the popular religion of
Cuba, steeped with vodoo-like healing rituals. We see idle construction
workers dozing on their brooms,
explaining how "rectification" is
needed, how people must work harder. "He is sweeping," one worker
indicates as his partner lazily pushes
dirt from one pile to another.
Who's directing? Castro, true to
his role in Cuba, becomes the film's
dominating voice. We see him in his
jeep leading the film crew all over
Cuba. Landau interjects, "There is
no doubt about who is directing the
revolution—or this film." A flashback shows Castro in 1968 listening
to a woman complain and then telling an assistant to write down what
she said. This wryly dovetails to 1988
and an almost identical situation.
The Uncompromising Revolution
presents Cuba as a melange of sights,
sounds and colors that does not eas-

ily fit into Castro's disciplined model.
We see a glorious amorphous mass
striving for noble goals yet oozing
sensuality. Castro exhorts the crowd
at a rally to "be like Che" and then
enumerates the virtues of the communist saint of Cuba. The film compares the faces of just plain folk to
the words of their leader, who almost
pleads with his people to shape up,
to make a reality of his dream, to
construct an egalitarian communist
society.
Landau's penchant for political
imagery comes from decades of activism and controversial filmmaking.
From his earliest movies Landau has
been a maverick. In a public television film, Losing Just the Same (with
Richard Moore) in 1966 he inserted
dream sequences into a film on life
in the Oakland, Calif., ghetto, when
such "manufactured" sequences
were taboo for documentaries. In a
1971 feature film, Que Hacer, he alternated between documentary and
fiction to develop a dialogue not only
over the meaning of Salvador Allende's election in Chile, but also
about how movies shape politics in
the current age. In Brazil: Report on
Torture (made with Haskell Wexler)
camera beeps distract the viewers
from otherwise excruciatingly painful recreations of torture scenes,
forcing the viewers into the consciousness that they are watching a
film about torture, not experiencing
vicariously real torture.
{•]
David Pedersen works for the Institute for Policy Studies and writes
about film.
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Germany
Continued from page 11

However, Libya, unlike Iraq, expressed
willingness to support a universal chemical
weapons ban and allow international inspection, so long as it was "not discriminatory."
Last December 22 a delegation of U.S. experts came to Bonn with their satellite
photos of Rabta, but with "no concrete proof
of German participation. Two questions
were entangled: the nature of the Rabta production and German involvement. At this
stage evidence for both was circumstantial.
The American evidence that Pharma 150 was
a chemical weapons plant was in the way it
was built. When Bonn officials asked whether
the U.S. experts would testify before German
courts, they promised to answer in mid-January. Then in the new year U.S. officials
leaked the story to Stephen Engelberg and
Michael Gordon of The New York Times.

The Kohl government dug in its heels,
angry at being publicly attacked while it was
still conducting its investigation. Then evidence came out that Imhausen was indeed
involved. On January 19 Genscher's foreign
ministry complained of the "considerable
disruption of foreign relations through illegal
exports for a Libyan chemical weapons
plant." Bonn gave in.
All doubts vanished. "According to the
present judgment of the federal government,
the Rabta installation is not only suitable to,
but deliberately set up for the manufacture
of chemical weapons," the Schauble report
concluded.
Lone dissenter: Only Alfred Mechtersheimer, a retired Bundeswehr officer, noted
peace researcher and Green member of parliament, startled the Bundestag by complaining that the Schauble report failed to present
the evidence that had caused the government to change its opinion. "The report is

already erroneous in its title," Mechtersheimer said, "because it isn't about 'possible participation of German firms in Libyan
chemical weapons production,' but about
participation of German firms in possible
Libyan chemical weapons production."
Mechtersheimer said a correctly drawn up
report, after an inconclusive visit to Rabta,
would have reached three conclusions: 1.
Proof exists of pharmaceutical production
in Rabta. 2. Proof of a chemical weapons factory does not exist. 3. Proof that there is no
chemical weapons production in Rabta
doesn't exist either.
Mechtersheimer called the "fixation on
Libya" a distraction from chemical weapons
ban negotiations in Geneva, where every effort should be made "to see to it that the
U.S. doesn't act like an alcoholic who forbids
others from drinking." The U.S. emphasis on
non-proliferation is dangerous because "it
will have the same effect as nuclear non-pro-

Let's End the Isolation
of the Secular Left
from the Religious Left
Few on the secular Left understand the social dimensions of the Gospel, and the way the
Catholic bishops, in their recent pastoral letters,
placed economic democracy on the national
agenda and nuclear disarmament on the nation's
conscience. Few have paid much attention to
the progressive social witness of Protestants.
Few know what Christian activists are doing in
Latin America, South Africa, South Korea, and
in the ghettoes and barrios of our land. Few realize that the papacy has called for workers'
ownership and self-management and that its
economic views have acutely irritated apologists
for big business. Few have considered the role of
believers in the opposition to nuclear weapons
and U.S. belligerence in Central America, and in
the pro-democratic dissident movements in the
East bloc.
We at the NEW O X F O R D REVIEW - an
ecumenical monthly edited by lay Catholics, and
written and read not only by Catholics, but by
Protestants, Jews, Eastern Orthodox, and even
nonbelievers — believe it's time for progressives
of all persuasions to inquire into the sources of
resilience, energy, and social passion found
among religious progressives. We are particularly
interested in exploring religious commitments
that yield humane social consequences, as exemplified by such giants as St. Francis, Gandhi,
Bonhoeffer, Barth, Tawney, Schumacher, Mou-

nier, Buber, Tolstoy, Merton, Dorothy Day,
Archbishop Tutu, Lech Walesa, Martin Luther
King Jr.. Simo/ie Weil, and Archbishop Romero.
To read the NEW O X F O R D R E V I E W is to
learn about Nicaragua from eyewitnesses, the
moral trap of greed and consumerism, the
consistent ethic of life, our deteriorating health
care system, pro-environmental and profamily
economics, the dignity of manual labor, the idolatry of nationalism and might-makes-right, the
need for a spiritually based world view, betrayals
by neoconservatives and yuppies, the retreat of
Born-Again Chic and New Right fundamentalism,
the pros and cons of liberation theology, and
much more.
Those who write for us — pathfinders who
straddle the fence between the "secular" and
"religious" worlds — include such diverse beacons
as Christopher Lasch, Walker Percy, Robert N.
Bellah, John Lukacs, Henri J.M. Nouwen, Jean
Bethke Elshtain, Robert Coles, Michael Lerner,
and J.M. Cameron. We bat around a wide variety
of issues and defy easy pigeonholing. Newsweek
has called us "thoughtful and often cheeky," the
University of Chicago's Martin E. Marty finds us
"lively," and the Library Journal has predicted
we will "doubtless command increasing attention." If you think it's time to end the isolation
of the secular Left from the religious Left, and
vice versa, subscribe today!
(Please allow 2 to 8 weeks for delivery of first issue)
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liferation, building up central arsenals while
not even succeeding in stopping proliferation," Mechtersheimer said. Alone in the left
opposition, he stressed support for
Genscher's efforts for a universal chemical
weapons ban as "the only chance to stop
poisoning the world."
Scarcely anyone else would dare follow
Mechtersheimer out on the limb of suggesting that the U.S. might be wrong about Libyan
chemical weapons manufacture. The situation is a little like Pascal's wager: the only
way to lose is by defending Libya just before
the U.S. comes up with proof that the chemical weapons plant exists. It's better to believe it.
Social Democrat Norbert Gansel even
called on the Bonn government to demand
that Libya give back whatever it got from
German companies, "so that the U.S. cannot
have grounds for military intervention."
The Schauble report concluded that the
Bonn government considered it "a foreign
policy priority, in cooperation with partners
and friends, to prevent Libya from taking up
chemical weapons production."
The report also noted that "the governments of the U.S. and Israel appeared satisfied" with Bonn's measures to tighten export
control. The president of the Jewish World
Congress, Edgar Bronfman, also expressed
satisfaction to Genscher, the report added.
Finally, the Schauble report drew a political conclusion whose significance goes far
beyond Libya or the chemical industry: "Preventing the spread of sensitive technology
from the industrial countries to the Third
World for military purposes will be one of
the major international concerns of the next
years and decades."
Q]

AIDS
ART
ACTIVISM
A Conference on the Culture
of AIDS

March 10-12, 1989
The Ohio State University,
Columbus, Ohio
AIDS ART ACTIVISM will
include panels on AIDS and
theatre, performance art, film
and video, activism and
cultural analysis by speakers
from the United States, Canada
and Great Britain.
Sponsored, in part, by the Ohio
Humanities Council, the conference is being held in conjunction with the exhibition:
AIDS: The Artists'Response
February 24 - April 16,1989

I

For conference registration
and information, contact:
University Gallery
1880 N. High Street
Columbus, Ohio 43201
614. 2920330

•

HELP WANTED

•

COMMUNITY JOBS, socially responsi| ble job opportunities. Subscribe to the
I only monthly nationwide listing, coverl ing peace & justice, civil rights, unions,
j consumer advocacy, organizing, social
i work, and more. $12- 6 issues. COMMU• NITY JOBS, Box 1029, 1516 P St. NW,
i Washington, DC 20005.
,
•
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YOUTH ORGANIZER needed to recruit,
mobilize, educate student and youth activists. Excellent writing, speaking and
administrative abilities essential. Long
hours. Extensive travel. Experience
with Democratic Socialists of America
preferable. Applications of women and
minorities encouraged. Beginning
June 1. Application deadline March 17.
Send resume, cover letter to: Jennifer
O'Connor, DSA, 15 Dutch St., #500,
New York, NY 10038. (212) 962-0390.

EDITORIAL ASSOCIATE for national
tiade union newspaper. Labor or related organizational background pre. farred. Requisite skills and minimum
two years' experience in: copy editing,
proofreading, writing, production.
Knowledge of Spanish a plus. Salary
;
, low- to mid-20s. Send resume, writing
samples: Newspaper, 13 Astor Place,
New York, NY 10003.
GUARDIAN radical newsweekly has
clerical, promotion, fundraising and
art-room openings. Low pay, but staffrun co-op offers excellent benefits.
Applicants must share paper's political
perspective. Preference for minorities,
women, lesbians and gays. Send brief
political statement to: Guardian Coordinating Committee, 33 W. 17th St.,
New York, NY 10011.
Two associate positions available. Progressive law firm in Newark, NJ., seeks
a SENIOR TRIAL LEVEL ATTORNEY for
• employment discrimination, labor litigation and employee stock ownership
plans with 3-7 years experience and top
academic credentials. Also seeking a
TRIAL LEVEL LAWYER for workers
compensation, personal injury, environmental, labor and pension litigation with 0-5 years experience and top
academic credentials. A demonstrated

history of social commitment is required. An ability to perform independent work and admission to the New
Jersey bar are preferred. Excellent
compensation and incentive packages
provided. Send resume and writing
samples to: Ball, Livingston & Tykulsker, 108 Washington St., Newark, NJ
07102, Attn: Craig H, Livingston. Ball,
Livingston is an Equal Opportunity Employer. Minorities and women are encouraged to apply. Telephone calls will
not be accepted.
ACTIVIST CAMPAIGN. Voter Revolt, California's leading citizen group that beat a
$70 million insurance-industry campaign
and passed the Ralph Nader-backed insurance reform, Prop. 103, has organizing positions availabe. Defend 103 and
help build for future campaigns to protect citizens against corporate abuse.
$15,000-$24,000, plus health. Summer
jobs also, $225-5350 week. Voter Revolt,
Box 2059, Santa Monica, CA 90406. (213)
395-7622. Attn: Jennifer Frank.
LEFT ECONOMIC JOURNALISM—EDITOR.WRITER MANAGER. Dollars &
Sense magazine. Background in political
economy desirable. Magazine management production experience useful. 3-4
day per week position beginning in June.
Salary based on $17,100 full-time equivalent. Full health benefits. Women and
people of color encouraged to apply.
Send resume and writing sample by
April 7 to Dollars & Sense, 1 Summer
St., Somerville, MA 02143.
The Environmental Project on Central
America seeks an experienced FULLTIME ORGANIZER to develop and imple-

This publication
is available
in microform
from University
Microfilms
International.

ment a national grass-roots organizing
strategy and campaign on the links between U.S. intervention and the environment. Women & people of color encouraged to apply. Resume by April \
to EPOCA, 300 Broadway #28, San
Francisco, CA 94133, (415) 788-3666.
ATTENTION—HIRING! Government
jobs - your area. $17,840-$69,485. Call
(602) 838-8885, Ext. R7724.
K
PUBLICATIONS
*
THE PEOPLE. Marxist biweekly. Since
1891.4 months Si. 1 year^. The People
(ITT), P.O. Box50218, Palo Alto, CA 94003.
AMERICAN ATHEIST. For a sample copy
of the magazine, send $1 to: American
Atheist, G.H.Q., P.O. Box 140195, Austin,
TX 78714-0195.

BUMPER STICKERS

•

•

•

HEALTH

•

PERSONALS

•

CONCERNED SINGLES NEWSLETTER
links left singles, nationwide. Free sample. P.O. Box 555-T, Stockbridge, MA
01262.
Postcards and T-Shirts for
ttu' Ovcnjualified!

VOLUNTEERS

*

ITT NEEDS VOLUNTEERS in the Business Dept. Gain political practical experience in a stimulating environment.
Flexible hours available between 9-5,
Mon.-Fri. Benefits include staff subscription rates, ping-pong. Call Theresa
at (3121 472-5700.

0MOT/I IS m A MELTING W-ltic
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Show Off Ymtr Bod Attitude With An

^^f~^~}$ f<"CiM^ ^

I SWEAR TO GOB
DIDN'T DO IT I

<^' ^.m^

WVfuS/y

Philosophy, psychology, cats, American
Leftists (gulp!) and much more
lampooned by Jennifer Berman.
For your almost free catalog of goodies,
please send 75t m stamps to:
Humerus Cartoons-Jennifer Berman
P.O. Box 6614 • Evanston, IL • 60204-6614

A SPANISH LANGUAGE, POLITICAL & CULTURAL
STUDY CENTER IN MANAGUA, NICARAGUA

N
•

NEW YORK
•
March 4
Benefit Concert: Armenian Earthquake
Relief. Featuring: TAKSIM-Mideast Jazz/
Fusion; NIGHT ARK-Armenian New
Wave; Bill Ochs-lrish Instrumental;
Four Parts Movement Chorus. 7:00 p.m.,
New York Ethical Culture'Society, 2 West
64th St. $20, $15. Info: (212) 927-5271,
(718) 204-7302.

•

MATT

ATTENTION

FINGERNAIL FUNGUS? Inexpensive,
natural treatment. Money-back guarantee. $10. HMC, Box 458-CL, Milltown, NJ
08850.

•

LIFE IN HELL

Htiu

•

MOVING? Let In These Times be the
first to know. Send us a current label
from your newspaper along with your
new address. Please allow 4-6 weeks
to process the change. Send to: In
These Times, Circulation Dept., 1912
Debs Ave., Mt. Morris, IL 61054.

CASA NICARAGUENSE OE ESPANOl

•Study Spanish four hours daily at all levels
• Live with o Nicaraguan family
• Meet with representatives from government
institutions and mass organizations
• Visit cooperatives, community projects and
attend cultural events
• Year-round sessions

»

"OLLIE NORTH FOR PRISON INMATE"
bumper stickers, $2 each. P.O. Box 488,
Huntington Beach, CA 92647.

SUBSCRIBE TO MULTINATIONAL MONITOR. $22 for a one-year individual subscription, $41 for a two-year individual,
and $25 a year for non-profit institutions.
Multinational Monitor, P.O. Box 19405,
Washington, DC 20036.
•
FUNDRAISER
*
HOWTODOAWALKATHONfundraiser:
Guaranteed moneymaker for your organization!! Raise $5,000-$20,000!!
Send $5.75 to Walkathon Fundraiser, 637
W. Broad St. #4, Nevada City, CA 95959.

FormoreinformationsendS.A.S.E.to:
CNE,2330W.ThirdSt.,Sfe.4
Los Angeles, CA 90057
(213)386-8077

Call toll-free 800-321-3044. In Michigan.
Alaska and Hawaii call collect 313-76M700. Or
mail inquiry to: University Microfilms Internationa}
300 North Zeeh Road. Ann Arbor. Ml 48106.

•

NATIONWIDE SINGLES PHOTO MAGAZINE. Send name, address, age. Send
no money. Exchange, 1817 Welton,
•1580-BA, Denver, CO 80202.

LOUISVILLE, KY
March 16-19

•

1989 Marxist Scholars Conference at the
University of Louisville: Plenaries on
Rainbow and Political Democracy, Marxist and Religious Activism, Recent Developments in Socialist Countries. Varied
talks and panels by over 75 scholars and
activists. Registration discountfor low income. Request program from Marxist
Educational Press, 215 Ford Hall, 224
Church St. SE, University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, MN 55455, or (612) 7225964.

•

ATLANTA

•

March 24-25

Black College Radio Convention, March
24-25, Atlanta, Ga. Contact Black College
Radio, P.O. Box 3191, Atlanta, GA 30302,
(404)523-6136.

•

SAN DIEGO
March 25-26

•

Attend the 19th Annual American
Atheists National Convention in San
Diego, March 25-26. This year's convention will include seminars, workshops
and selected speakers from Germany,
Austria and the U.S. Topics include the
jailing of individuals for blasphemy, the
separation of church and state, and the
perennial creationism vs. evolution. For
details, information and brochure contact: Convention, American Atheists,
P.O. Box 140195, Austin, TX 787140195,1512)458-1244.
•

BOSTON
•
March 30-31
WOMEN AND THE WORD. Claiming the
Future: Preaching Wholeness to our
Daughters and Sons. The Fifth Annual
Women and the Word Preaching Event
celebrating Boston University's Sesquicentennial and looking toward the
next century of challenge for people of
faith. Presentations by: Dr. Virginia
Ramey Mollenkott and the Rev. Yolanda
Pupo-Ortiz. For information contact:
Anna Howard Shaw Center, Boston University School of Theology, 745 Commonwealth Ave., Boston, MA 02215,
(617) 353-3075.
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he Manhattan apartment
building in which Elie Wiesel
lives is surrounded by legions
of the homeless—just like any other fashionable high-rise in America's most powerful city. An estimated 75,000 homeless
individuals live here. They lie in cardboard boxes placed over heating grates.
They sleep in rags on the cold, beautiful
marble stairs in Grand Central Station.
They beg change from well-dressed passersby—a lucky few of whom carry in
their pockets 580 tickets to a popular
Broadway musical about a poor man
imprisoned for stealing a loaf of bread.
The first cold snap of the year struck just
before our interview, and two people
froze to death on the sidewalks of New
York.
The juxtaposition of so much wealth
and such tremendous suffering weighs on
the mind of the man who received the
1986 Nobel Peace Prize. But even more
than the gulf that exists between the
rich and the poor in New York, what
horrifies Wiesel is the indifference
with which this division is
maintained.
"The opposite
of love is not hate,"
Wiesel, who survived
an adolescence in
Hitler's death camps,
has said. "The
opposite of love
is indifference."

Osha Davidson: In what essential way
is today's world different because of the
Holocaust?

Elie Wiesel
Difference
By Oshsi Davidson

Elie tm»Npl: We have learned certain
things. We have learned to interfere in
other people's business. After all, human
rights activities are interference in the
domestic activities of other nations. Until
the Holocaust, nobody would accept that
kind of interference.
Second, we learned that the impossible
is possible. Which means that, if we are
not careful, slaughter on a universal scale
could become the norm—not the exception. We have learned to be suspicious:
suspicious of promises. We have learned
to take threats seriously. We have learned
that the nuclear menace, the nuclear
shadow, is real.
1 think we have also learned the limits
of humanity—as well as the limits of
inhumanity. Humanity is ultimately
a choice given to every
ndividual. The killer
had a choice
not to be a
killer.
Even in
the

important
choice.
s not
given to us
by destiny
or by God or
by history. Our
freedom is our
business, not some
body else's.
Primo Lev! [author and
concentration camp survivor] asked:
how much of the concentration camp
world is dead and will not return and
how much is still with us? I'd like to ask
you: how much of what allowed the
concentration camp world to exist is still
with us?
knew Primo; he was a very close
friend of mine. We were together in the
same camp. I think we even stayed in the
same barrack. The way he died—I wasn't
surprised. [Lev! committed suicide in
1987.] I was shocked, I was upset, but 1
wasn't surprised,
There is no doubt that what happened
then has changed human existence. There
is no doubt that something of that hatred
is still there. Evil has not been vanquished.
It has been disarmed for a while, but not
vanquished.
Look: 24 million people are in danger
in Bangladesh, And yet, it was enough
for one other catastrophe to come and
replace it in the consciousness of so many
people. (The earthquake in Soviet Armenia occurred only days before our
interview.) Because we know so much,
should we become numb? Take our own
nation. We are so rich a nation. What we
throw out every day from restaurants
could feed a continent! Why not take 100
military aircraft loaded with food and
send them to Africa, to Sudan, to Ethiopia
and now to Bangladesh. Send architects
and teachers and help a people that
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needs help to survive.
If this indifference continues, we shall
all be its victims. That is the fallout of the
tragedy that befell my people.
Do you see that indifference growing in
America over the past decade?
I wouldn't want to blame any particular
group. Take President [Franklin D.]
Roosevelt; he was known for his humanism, for his quest for democracy. But
Roosevelt was indifferent to the Jewish
plight during the war. After all the newspapers wrote about Kristaltnacht [the
night in 1938 on which the Nazis ordered
the destruction of 300 Jewish synagogues
and smashed the windows of stores
owned by Jews throughout Germany and
Austria]—it was not even six months after
Kristallnacht—the ship The St. Louis came
here with 1,200 Jewish men, women and
children aboard. They were in Florida in
American waters, and they were sent
back. Roosevelt, the humanist, sent back
1,200 people knowing that they were
going back to Nazism, to persecution, if
not to death. And when he did so, what
was the reaction of the country? Was
there an outcry? No. So it's not the first
time we are indifferent.
But isn't it more acceptable to be indifferent today? Look at poverty, homelessness. There was a time when indifference
was recognized as complicity. That idea
seems to have been tost.
Well, we are trying to bring it back. I
am, at least. There is something basically
wrong with us. After all, we were indifferent to the Indians. Not at first; first we
killed them. But since then we are indifferent to their memory. We should remember
day after day what we had done to the
Indians.
As for the poor today—it's a disgrace.
To have homeless people, hungry
people—we have millions of people who
live below the poverty level in this country. It is.beyond me.! don't understand it.
Maybe we need someone to wake us all
up.... It is an urgent task, an immediate
task. But we turn away. I think we are
losing our own humanity.
You've said that there are more people
not free than free in this country. Who are
you including in the category of "not
free"—the poor, and those imprisoned by
their own consciousness?
Absolutely. I believe that if a person
cannot feed his or her children, then his
or her human rights are being violated.
Economic freedom is just as important as
political freedom.
And in Latin America—I don't understand all these discussions. Why not take
500,000 people into our country? We can
afford to. We have so much. Why is it a
big deal to open our doors and say,
"Look, you need security; we shall provide you with security. You need happiness; we shall try to give you happiness."
It would raise the moral standard of our
nation to unprecedented heights. Why
isn't it being done? I wish I knew the
answer.
lm\
Osha Davidson writes regularly for
In These Times.

